Join our crusade to transform the world of business
by focusing on humans

The Band
We are a Punk Innovation Companion in a crusade
to galvanise, guide and inspire businesses to
engrave their spirit within differentiating
strategies through play and creativity

We have the punk mindset to provoke a sense that there
is always a new kick-ass way to observe and do things

How we perform

Hybridazing
Design Thinking, Play
and Creativity

Co-creating with
all brain cells
in the room

Online & Offline
Inspiring
Guiding
Provoking

WTF is Design Thinking

“Design Thinking is a human-centered approach to
innovation that draws from the designer's toolkit to
integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of
technology, and the requirements for business success.”
— Tim Brown, CEO of IDEO

Thinking like a designer can transform the way organizations
develop products, services, processes, and strategy. It also
allows people who aren't trained as designers to use creative
tools to address a vast range of challenges.
— IDEO.com

WTF is Lego Serious Play
®

®

The LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® methodology is an
innovative process designed to enhance innovation and
business performance.
It deepens the reflection process and supports an
effective dialogue for everyone in the organization.
— https://www.lego.com/en-us/seriousplay

Each participant builds his or her own 3D LEGO®
model in response to the facilitator’s questions using
specially selected LEGO® elements. These 3D models
serve as a basis for group discussion, knowledge
sharing, problem solving and decision making.
- https://www.lego.com/en-us/seriousplay

Takeaways from our concerts
How to figure out why, where, and how to apply creativity to specific business problems

How to tap into people's expertise and POV to build and envision your strategies

How to Enable and embrace communication and rituals between teams

How to Work with human centricity to Create better experiences

How to reduce stakeholder apprehensions to enable better collaboration

How to Think by doing

Amazing people we worked with

Testimonials from our concerts
Laura Lechuga
Ruben Mir

Founder & UX lead Designer

Full Professor and Head of Group
ICN2

Human Call to Action

I participated in a Lego Serious Play session with him as the
facilitator, and it was a journey from my past to my present, and
from my present to my future, to discovering my purpose, which I'm
living now and pursue without hesitation. The session allowed me
to know the story of a colleague with whom we had a lot of friction.
And from that session, our relationship changes completely, we
empathised. And it was no coincidence, but causality: Enrique
generated this, exploring and provoking us with his Punk attitude.
That was the first session of the many that I have lived with him.
And each session, a world: Design Thinking, Improv,
experimentation with nanotechnology ...
And it is that Enrique, above all things, is synonymous with
innovation.

A highly recommended experience, very
entertaining, different and a stimulating way
to encourage creativity and improve
teamwork. We never thought that playing
with Lego could improve our scientific
research strategies.
Anna Magrasó

Communication of projects
IREC

Enrique is an excellent facilitator!
I recommend his activities with the Lego
Serious Play - bring out the creator you have
inside you!

Mercedes Lopez

Project coordinator manager
Department for Education
Catalonian Government

Entertaining, curious, generates a good
atmosphere, creative, innovative, very
applicable to classrooms .... in short, sessions
that surprise by the number of ideas that flow
through the metaphors that are generated with
Lego bricks.
In addition, highlight the role of Enrique who
generates from the beginning a climate of
confidence and spectacular good vibes. That
makes you always want to keep working with
him.

Albums ready to buy

Ignite business Core
Values
Purpose / Mission-Vision

Build Strategic Scenarios
Mapping actual and future situations
Define goals & create roadmaps

Redefine HR Processes

Foster team and interdepartmental
communication

Design Thinking training

Team superpowers

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® training

Team alignment & Rituals

Galvanize Innovation Strategy
Uncover and transform user needs, fears and
problems into Business opportunities
Define right audience profiles for your problems
Co-creation sessions
Manage client & stakeholder expectations
Co-design methods for requirements engineering

Our best international Hits

ignite engagement with company values
during an onboarding process
Employees motivated by your company values will bring them into your crusade and skyrocket your
business.
During this project, we designed and ran an onboarding activity with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® to
generate this engagement with the company’s values for 25 new employees.
Value generated:
• Alignment between employees and company values
• 100% Team agreement
• Foster communication and collaboration among new employees
What we did:
An onboarding activity to generate company values alignment within an empathy environment, building
and explaining the individual point of view of an assigned value of the company, to finally generate a
shared team 100% agreed view of this value.
Every team had to explain a story with their point of view of the assigned value through their LEGO®
models and a manager gave them feedback to show the alignment with the company.

Ignite business

1-3 months

Employees creating actions to increase
Their happiness at work
Your employees are the key asset of your company!
Happiness at work makes the difference between having employees fighting for your revolution and
demotivated people having no reason to wake up every morning.
During this project for an IT service provider company, employees defined actions and processes to
increase their happiness at work.
Value generated:
• Work and unanimity about an abstract concept like happiness
• Create a save space for the employees to express their ideas
• Team decision making to define actions to increase their happiness
What we did:
We designed and facilitated a session to work around the concept of happiness, collecting the
individual point of view of every employee of the company about the topic. Every team created a
shared model with 100% of agreement around actions needed to increase employees’ happiness.
The client used all the actions created to develop an engagement roadmap.

Ignite Business

Less 1 month

Building and framing mission and vision
to galvanize the future
Mission and vision are the flag everyone in the company is going to fight for.
Having a powerful and meaningful mission and vision is what is going to lead everyone in the company to
achieve goals and dreams.
This was a project for a large technology company to build and frame the statements of their vision
and mission, co-created by teams integrated by employees and managers.
Value generated:
• A new way to collect opinions from all team members and generate a single agreed point of view
• Decision making for the future of the company
• Visualise and express complex concepts
What we did:
We had two teams, one working with vision and the other with the mission. Participants created an
individual point of view to create, later on, a shared model with a 100% level of agreement.
Every team explained a story used to frame the vision and mission statement. The model was a 3D
representation of the statement.
After experiencing the power of thinking with your hands with this LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® session,
they decided to use the methodology during some specific internal processes.

Ignite Business

1-3 months

fitting employees soft skills with company
values during the recruitment process
Your company need to Have employees engaged and ready to for in your crusade. For creating this, has
to exist a match between the values of the candidate and the company.
This was a workshop at a talent acquisition conference to uncover soft skills and find the right
candidate fitting the company culture.
Value generated:
• Very difficult to lie using LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®
• Ask the right questions to find the right match
• Reduce the candidate’s stress through serious play®
What we did:
Co-design and co-facilitate the session with an HR expert recreating a recruitment process to work
soft skills using LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®. Some attendees had the role of recruiter and other the role
of candidate. Recruiters had to find the right matches with values of the fictional company.
Secretly we give instructions to some candidates to lie in a concrete point of the session.
At the end of the session, these candidates share with everybody how difficult is to lie
expressing your point of view trough a LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® model.

Ignite Business

Less 1 month

engaging 600 employees with new
company values
Making changes in your company strategy or even pivot is very tough, but will be tougher if your
employees don’t understand why are they fighting for. Work with them to continue your revolution.
This was a LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® project for 600 people working on the new company values.
Value generated:
• Engagement with new company values
• Creativity and active listening within a mark of a new strategic plan
• Team alignment
What we did:
We were part of a team who designed and facilitated the agenda and the experience of the whole
session to generate engagement with the new values for 600 employees.
Working in teams, the attendees created their individual models to express their point of view about
one of the future values of the company. Later on, the teams created a shared model of the future
value with the restriction of a full agreement of the team. At the end of the session, teams explained
the story of the value assigned to the whole room.
We wrote a case study in the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® Open Source community explaining all the
learnings facilitating a large group.

Ignite Business

1-3 months

improving future editions of an
educational program
Co-creating with company employees is one of the most powerful things your company can do to tap
into the expertise of everyone to envision the future and to show that you need everyone to fight
for your crusade.
This was a project for a Government Department for Education defining actions to improve the
future of the program for students who drop out the school.
Value generated:
• Engage attendees through play
• Decision-making techniques working with stakeholders
• Balance rational and emotional decisions
What we did:
We designed and ran a co-creation session with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® bringing different
stakeholders to the room like students, teachers and mentors to generate a common point of view of
the future of the program.
We defined and achieved milestones like generate empathy within the teams.
At the end of the session, every team created a 3D prototype with actions to improve the program
and they shared the story with the whole room.

Ignite Business

Less 1 month

Tapping into feedback to improve the
engagement of an online community
Sense of belonging and engagement is really important when people are working in teams, but it’s
even more important when these teams work remotely. Use feedback and rituals to empower
employees for your crusade.
This was a remote LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® project for an online University community to collect
insights about the experience with the platform, relation between other members of the community
and the value that the community generates in their professional careers.
Value generated:
• Collect feedback and insights from members from around the world
• Rituals for sharing common problems within the community
• Rituals to create engagement with the community celebrating peak moments
What we did:
Design and facilitation of a qualitative research session using LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® to improve
the experience of the community.
The University used these insights to included them into an internal research to evaluate and
synthesise the information to create actions and rituals to improve the community experience.

Ignite Business

1-3 months

Improve communication and create rituals
to ignite collaboration between departments
Lack of communication between departments is a pain in the ass for companies, increasing project cost and
tensions between your employees.
This was a project for a Design Strategy company to enable a great and engaging communication between
the User Experience and Programming department and create rituals to interact and create strong
connections between team members.
Value generated:
• Empathise about the problems and situations of other departments
• Co-create processes to communicate better avoiding uncovered issues
• Co-design internal rituals for interdepartmental engagement
What we did:
We started the project with a session with both departments. This session helped to empathise with
problems and situations.
Once they detected the issues, they Co-created new processes to solve communication problems and rituals
to know and understand communication.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

The power of people co-creating a strategic
plan to develop and distribute new products
The best knowledge about your product/service, market and clients is within your employees, so if you want
to beat the market, take your best shot and bring all this knowledge to the room to design your strategy.
This project was for an Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology to define actions for the development
and distribution of nanotechnology products applied to health.
Value generated:
• Fit product with appropriate customer profiles
• Design unimagined strategies based on the employees’ know-how
• Creative ideation techniques to push the strategic plan a step forward
What we did:
The project was carried out using Design Thinking and LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®.
• Generation of customer profiles appropriate to the product
• A session with qualitative research techniques to empathise with the problems of development and
marketing from different stakeholders point of view.
• Teams generated a 3D prototype with actions for developing and distributing Nanotechnology products in
health. We used the actions to generate a Strategic Plan.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

Setting a strategic plan remotely
to anticipate customer needs
Being able to know what your customer needs sometimes is like having a magic wand. Employees know very
well the client, co-create with them and you’ll have a magic wand allowing your company to help your
client.
This was a remote project for a consulting company to define actions to improve the marketing
department and to be able to anticipate customer needs.
Value generated:
• Interdepartmental project with employees from around the world
• New ways of creating confidence with clients and anticipate their needs
What we did:
Design and facilitation of the 5 days Design Thinking Sprint to find insights, generate a common point of
view of the situation, ideate and create prototypes of solutions to anticipate customers needs.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

Engaged employees defining a strategic
plan to design the future for the company
Everything your company does has to have a sense based on your mission and vision, encouraging your
employees to fight for it. Your employees have great knowledge of your business. Involve them into
strategic decisions and it will create more engagement and happiness.
This project was for a Telecommunication company to conceptualise and generate an action plan
defining future services and internal processes of the company.
Value generated:
• Giving voice to all the employees in strategic decisions
• Actions to drive the company a step forward in the technology services
• Engage employees with the future of the company
What we did:
LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® sessions with all the employees, creating multidisciplinary teams to define
ideas and actions that will create differentiation with their competition, keeping always in mind the
values of the company.
During the session, the teams co-created, defined and built 3D prototypes of internal processes and
new services.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

Transforming the company for being
more sustainable
Caring about the environment is NOT something cool, it’s an important value for a lot of people, a key
resource for reducing costs that will help the company strategy and will transform clients and
employees into fans.
This project was for an Energy Research Institute to define actions to reduce the carbon footprint
that their researchers generate in daily life.
Value to the client:
• Ideation techniques to shake the brain cells and think out of the box
• Guide teams to define an action plan
• New techniques for team decision-making
What we did:
Multidisciplinary teams were formed to provide a broader view.
Identify by all participants the main problems that generate a carbon footprint with Design Thinking
techniques. The teams generated actions in a co-creation session with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® to
address identified issues.
The actions generated were collected by the client to evaluate the prioritization and timings to
carry them out.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

Team superpowers to foster cohesion
Cohesion is the glue that keeps your team together even during stormy moments. Enabling and
facilitating this team cohesion will lead your team to conquer company’s vision.
This was a project for an Artificial Intelligence startup team to uncover soft and professional skills
to foster team cohesion.
Value generated:
• Enhance the storytelling of their skills
• Learning to give and receive feedback and feel confident with it
• Be aware of all the skills of the team members to create a complete toolbox for the projects
What we did:
Sessions with LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® to uncover team members’ skills, share them within the team
to generate a skill toolbox to use during the projects.
Attendees classify soft and professional skills within this toolbox.
Generate the right flow during the sessions for being able to create confidence and have deep
conversations.
Moreover, the team learned how to give and receive feedback improving engagement during
projects.

Build strategic scenarios

1-3 months

Generating trust on a chatbot
in mental health treatments
Setting the focus on humans working with Artificial Intelligence is key to understand user needs and to
generate trust through the interaction.
This was a project for a startup Health App using a chatbot to improve mental health treatments,
guiding them alongside the whole innovation process.
Value generated:
• Qualitative research to define the right audience and user’s needs
• Generate trust in AI
• Engage the user with the solution, not with technical features
What we did:
We inspired and guided an internal multidisciplinary team during the design and development of a
Health App related to mental health.
The project was carried out using Design Thinking, evaluating every step of the process from research
to prototype, guiding, giving feedback and questioning to ensure the quality and consistency of the
project, especially covering the user’s needs and expectations the users have about this kind of
solutions.
We co-design a chatbot to create a save and close relationship with the patients to learn from their
behaviour, using the information to improve the treatments, creating trust in the AI chatbot.

Galvanize Innovation Strategy

6-12 months

Defining new audience and creating a
experience with a very known product
Stop doing the same as your competition!
Talk with your clients to discover new audiences and why, what and how they need your product to be.
This was a Design Thinking remote project with a Bolivian consultant company to find new spots for
innovation with a typical Bolivian food product.
Value generated:
• Create a roadmap with actions to develop and distribute the product.
• Discover new audiences for the product
• Create new ways of selling a very known product
What we did:
Design and facilitation of the 5 days Design Thinking sprint to define the audience and redesign the
product fitting the new audience and needs.
Generate excitement and engagement with the new audience with very known typical local food,
generating a journey, focusing on the experience and close relation with the client through social media.

Galvanize Innovation Strategy

Less 1 month

Uncover barriers to implement AI Solutions
in products and processes
A barrier is something that impedes you to address your message about the company and products to the
right audience. Uncover them will lead your company to make your message even more powerful.
This was a project for an innovation community to uncover barriers that are avoiding companies to
implement Artificial Intelligence in their processes or products carried out with multidisciplinary teams
formed by AI developers, designers and business roles.
Value generated:
• Empathise with user needs and fears to create a suitable AI solution
• Be aware of employees problems to embrace AI technology within their companies
• Discover new niche markets to develop AI solutions
What we did:
Design and facilitation of a qualitative research workshop to uncover these barriers, using Design Thinking
and LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY®. Create a safe space for the attendees to talk about their fears, doubts and
concerns about the influence of Artificial Intelligence in their life.
The main insights were:
• fear of the unknown prevents me to embrace the technology
• We don't have skilled people in the company for understanding the scope of the impact we can
generate with AI
• AI can fly me to the moon! Great potential to generate impact in society
• AI is going to take over my job

Galvanize Innovation Strategy

Less 1 month

Co-creation to explore new applications
for existent products
The most powerful and engaging solutions come from the collaboration and point of view of the people
involved. Use the power of co-creation to engage with your user and stakeholders.
This was a project for an Australian University of Technology to extract and define new applications of
Nanotechnology in energy.
Value to the client:
• co-creation with new technologies and science
• Ask the right questions to outline the solutions
• Generate empathy with the user to understand their main needs
What we did:
Co-design and facilitation of the project.
The project was divided into several parts to empathise with the energy needs of citizens and to
co-create with all stakeholders to extract new applications of nanotechnology in energy, exploring the
effectiveness of various approaches to productively embed societal considerations in ongoing activities.

Galvanize Innovation Strategy

1-3 months

Reducing client frictions
enabling collaboration
Client frictions are one of the main project pains. Everyone having a clear understanding of the scope of
the project, client expectations and your offer will help you to kick-ass problems and conquering the
project.
This was a project for an Artificial Intelligence startup team who works with computer vision guiding
and being an innovation project companion for them during an object recognition project for health. We
helped in key moments of the project, like the definition of the problem, set expectations with the
client and define the right audience for aggregated data and app user.
Value generated:
• co-create a common view of the big picture with the team and client
• Reduce friction with the client by having a clear definition of the problem and managing expectations
• Improve model performance at concept level defining the right audience
What we did:
We set several co-creation sessions with the team and client to frame the problem definition, client
expectations and scope of the project.
Having that information, we ran qualitative research to uncover user needs, and reframe the challenge
through the insights we got. With this, we co-designed the right audience to define the aggregated
data.
We set different follow-up meetings between the team and the client to have a clear understanding of
the project needs and situation during the key moments of the project.

Galvanize Innovation Strategy

3-6 months

Our B-side Hits
LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® training
for youth conflict resolution

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® training
supporting families with kids
with disabilities.

Serious Play® to get valuable
information treating autism

Play and games to teach AI
to 150 kids

Awesome feat albums

Design Thinking &
Creative Leading Training at IDEOU
Trained at IDEO Online University. IDEO was the
creator of the methodology as we know it today.

Alumni Coach
at IDEOU
Design Thinking coach for IDEO University
learners providing guidance, feedback, sharing
skills, knowledge and experiences.

Research with
HULT University (UK)
Collaboration on research project with LEGO®
SERIOUS PLAY® co-inventor Johan Roos, to
determine what drives participants to readiness
for change

Let’s Play together your
company’s soundtrack
Sick of old Business style?
You’re the voice of change, make it happen!!!
Enrique Conches
Punk Innovation Consultant Ninja
http://punkdesign.barcelona/
ec@enriqueconches.ninja
https://www.linkedin.com/in/enriqueconches/

